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D'ANN DE SIMONE 
ARTIST STATEMENT 
 
All of my work deals with the inherent failings and perils of industrial civilization. Pervading the art is a persistent anxiety over the 
state of the environment, global consumption and world politics in which there is constant tension and uncertainty.  
 
Collage is both a methodology and a philosophical approach to making art. It allows me to stand between: between media, 
between different cultures, between whimsy and solemnity.  
 
My compositions are generally frenetic, difficult to pull into focus or hierarchize. The titles are often linguistic collages, hybrids 
that are constructed to reference content. 
 
Collage flattens time: embracing both the contemporary as well as the traditional, reflecting our era, in which we are 
bombarded daily with so much information that the mundane and profound are leveled and equalized on our screens. 
 
Though not typically seen as having a strong relationship to feminism, 
postmodernism and post colonialism, feminist philosopher Sandra Harding 
contends that collage is a model for “borderlands epistemology.” In her view, collage is a "way of thinking and a 
post-colonial strategy for understanding diverse knowledge systems… one that values multiple distinctive understandings 
generated by different cultures and one  
that deliberately incorporates non-dominant modes of knowing and knowledge systems." 
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KRISTEN FRANYUTTI  
ARTIST STATEMENT 
 
Viewing my installations of fictional microcosms and mixed media drawings, transports the viewer into an illusory world of 
biomorphic forms inspired by recent innovations in applied science, the human body, and its surroundings. I fashion individual 
sculptures and environments that blur the distinctions between interior and exterior, surface and structure, and representation 
and abstraction. 

The pieces are typically composed of repurposed, commonly available materials, such as fabric, latex, acrylic sheeting, LED lights, 
and various sewing notions (thread, zippers, beading, fiberfill, pins, and pushpins). Additionally, the pieces use labor- intensive 
techniques, such as sewing, threading, and embellishing materials that transform nontraditional objects and mediums into works 
of art through the process of craft media. I use objects that inherently suggest the human presence like manufactured materials 
(plexiglass, copper tubing), clothing, and domestic objects (plastic toy balls, faux flowers, crystals from chandeliers). These 
objects represent the human presence because they have been altered or created by the human hand for the sole consumption 
by humankind. 

I envision my work as a conceptualized environment, like the Kunstkammer or cabinets of curiosities, in the sense that it will 
resemble a microcosm or memory theater of the world. The Kunstkammer fascinates me because it symbolically conveyed the 
patron's ability to construct and control the world through an indoor, smaller replica, which became a kind of miniature version 
of the world. In the same way, my sculptures are created as controlled environments, but my drawings are created with a view to 
capturing the natural world in which these inhabitants might reside. In my work, I want crafting with the hands to symbolize 
humankind’s intellect, or dominion over nature and the animal kingdom, while also signifying humankind’s increased meddling 
in the natural environment. By piecing together different elements, both natural and manufactured, I craft a new form, which 
combines the present ecosystem and recent innovations in applied science to depict a future ecosystem of otherworldly 
elements. 
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ELYSE GAMBINO 
ARTIST STATEMENT 
 
 
My recent work is inspired by the human impact on the natural world and the destructive force of time on the built environment. 
 
Living in the Midwestern United States, I am surrounded by urban structures in contrasting conditions of existence: buildings 
slowly crumble in the shadow of shiny new construction; layers of paint peel away from walls and doors while the refuse from 
renovations sits in twisted piles on street corners.  
 
Throughout my typical day, I photograph anything that strikes me as sad, humbling, or visually surprising. My archive of 
photographs is constantly growing and serves as material from which I construct fictional worlds. 
 
I eschew a fixed and singular perspective, opting instead for a collage aesthetic and multiple styles as a way to express a wide 
range of emotions as well as the simultaneity of existence.   
 
My creative work sits at the intersection of emotion and fact. It portrays how I navigate the world and reveals what I choose to 
observe as well as the fears and concerns I project onto the environment. 
 
Contradictions within the urban environment become evidence of the inequality within my community, and can easily be 
mapped back onto societies around the world. In this age of information, people can be connected to global tragedies and 
triumphs, which must be reconciled with the purely personal.  
  
I aim to depict uncanny urban environments, devoid of humans but packed with remnants of their existence, to suggest the 
aftermath or foreshadowing of an uncertain and unknowable catastrophe.  
 
 
 


